June 2, 1896

This is delightful and, my dear friend. Both honors are richly deserved, and each for different reasons is particularly gratifying. The promptness of one may balance the tardiness of the other! Both will be esteemed by your colleagues, for the spirit
That is, dominant here is not of mutual support or recognition. I must try A so A commencement this year, 1873, 1874. Is your son, 1875, your son? The Yalestians ought to be informed if your election to be London Pamphletical Society is of its significance, for they have initiated an excellent method of stating why these honors are conferred. Can you not give your consent? I would not wish to have this word, or would you rather that I would.

I am delighted, and that my troubles are over.
with its outcome of excitement. It now seems like a Romance, so unexpected, and so critical, or yet so solicitous at first.

Your presence here at the time of Dr. Peacock's visit was one of several moments but were most significant.

Evelyn Seilhamer

How you fell would be of interest, I suppose.